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There was one voting representative from each of 11 already installed INN-Reach sites 
recognized by Innovative.  These consortiums are Link+ (California), Prospector 
(Colorado), PLUS (Colorado), Maine Info Net, InMich, MOBIUS (Missouri), Connect 
NY, OhioLINK, Orbis (Oregon and Washington), San Diego Circuit, and Cascade 
(Washington).  There were also representatives from the Rhode Island and Pennsylvania 
consortiums.  They were allowed to participate in the discussion and vote when they felt 
it was necessary even though they are not fully implemented. 
   
Sandy Westall from Innovative spoke first and announced III’s first international INN-
Reach system which will require Arabic as a language.  She announced which 
enhancements that III has already addressed either as a bug, in the current release (2002 
Phase 1), or future 2002 release.  Please refer to the following document for complete 
descriptions of the enhancement number. 

http://libweb.uoregon.edu/orbis/EnhReq/enhance_req,2002-postIUG.htm 
 
Catalog:  47.  EResources, was considered a bug and now has been fixed. 
    44.  Mat type code flexibility, will be in a future phase of 2002 release. 
 
Circ:    25 & 24. Mgmt Info: Statistics, will be covered in the Agency-based functions 
    32.  Overdue notice:  Agency-based functions. 

   22.  Report: returned too long.  Agency-based functions. 
   34.  Report: returned too long.  Partially addressed by Agency-based functions 

    37.  Request Balancing by library.  Agency-based functions 
    50.  Requesting:  pickup location message.  In Release 2002. 
    30.  Requesting; request balancing.  Considered same at #37. 
    12.  Requesting: system message.  In Release 2002 Phase 2. 
 
General:    2.  File locking.  Considered a WebOPAC enhancement. Should be submitted  

          to the general IUG Enhancements list. 
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After Sandy finished, the group then went through the rest of the enhancements one by 
one except for one that was skipped (Circ 40) and one that had no action taken (Circ 28). 
 
Approved Enhancements (with priority): 
 
Catalog:  46.  Pass-thru (transfer) search for suppressed record.  (2) 
    45.  Patron view local checkin card.  (2) 
    18.  Record load and update dates.    (2) 
 
Circ:     20.  Broken & incomplete transactions.  Considered a bug. III will continue to 

fix individual broken transactions and continue to investigate cause of         
problem and fix when cause identified. 

  53.  Cancel & transfer request to different branch.  (1) 
  55.  Cancel request-increase text field.   (3) 
  31.  Cancel request-transfer to another system.  (2) 
    7.  Checkin (at owning site) – status code.       (1) 
  15.  Checkin (at owning site) – message.  --- same as #7. 

 54.  Checkin (at owning site) – remove links, do fines.  Should be working.  If  
        not, considered a bug, III will investigate. 

   3.  Checkin:  System msg for item.   (2) 
 13.  Checkout (at owning site): accompanying items.   (2) 
   9.  Checkout (to patron): change message.    (3) 
            39.  Management Info:  Turn around stats.     (2) 
            17.  Management Info:  Separate counters for INN-Reach checkouts.  (3) 
 35.  Management Info:  Unwanted items.  (2) 
 49.  Paging slip:  print the itype.  (3) 
 19.  Paging:  remove slip from queue if not already printed.  (1) 
   1.  Pickup notices: remove pickup notice from queue if already checked out.  (1) 
   8.  Renewal:  retain original checkout date.  (2) 
 16.  Reports too long:  sort by patron name.  (2) 
            21.  Reports in transit too long:  print pickup location.  (2) 
 23.  Reports received too long:  print pickup location.  (2) 
 34.  Reports returned too long: add home library; increase title chars.  (3) 

33.  Reports:  holds management report.   (2) 
   6.  Requesting:  allow for an announcement.   (2) 
 43.  Requesting multi-volume improvements.   (2) 
            29.  Requesting: max # of items user can request.   (2)   
 
III asked that Task Forces be formed to address in more detail the following 
enhancements. 
 
Catalog numbers 26 and 14 dealing with EResources (TF will have representatives from 
OhioLINK, MOBIUS, Prospector, and Plus). 
 



All other enhancements requests were voted to be removed from the current list.  These 
are numbers:   Cat:  27,  Circ:  41, 51, 11, 48, 38, 36, 42,  & 4. 
 
 

 
 
Reporter:  Anita Cook, OhioLINK 
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